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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.0.7 

 

General 

 JEDS-9TKARX - News: The alternative Open the file using an associated program is available in the Info 
menu in the Document Viewer window. 

 FOHN-9TPDW7 - The explanation of the Terms wasn’t displayed when you created new customers and 
suppliers. 

 JLIN-9TUKK7 - Order- and printout date also got time on Customer- and Purchase order forms when date 
format on Customers/Suppliers were deleted. 

 JEDS-9TUKRT - If you dragged and dropped a file with a ' (single quotation mark) in the file name, 
MONITOR would shut down with a program error. 

 FOHN-9TWGCF - News: Documents that is dragged and dropped in the Activities/contacts log to create a 
hyperlink will be opened in associated program when you double-click. This gives you opportunity to make 
changes in the document. The new Setting "Edit hyperlinked documents in associated program" activates 
this function. Please note that this work in the following procedures: Update Customer, Register Quote, 
Register Customer Order and Update Instruction. 

 FOHN-9TWH25 - If you used the Info menu during loading of Order procedures, a program error in 

monwin2.exe occurred. 

 AFOG-9UBBL7 - All procedures weren’t displayed for an Administrator equivalent user, if he or she 
belonged to user rights group(s) without rights to all procedures. 

 FOHN-9T8HLM - Default Printer dialog for new users is changed to Microsoft. 

Manufacturing 

 MWIK-9T9BHB - It wasn’t always possible to change/edit a subcontract supplier on a subcontract operation 
in the Work Center Analysis procedure. 

 MWIK-9TPE9V - Incorrect material withdrawal could be made on parts with multiple units in the 
Comprehensive Reporting procedure. This could occur if you used the function Suggest rest on material 
and the Work center was set on Report material using standard units. 

 TBOL-9TVEBV - If the Setting "Create supplier invoice basis during Subcontract Reporting?" wasn’t 
activated; it wasn’t possible to save another cost than the planned cost for the received quantity in the 
Arrival Reporting – Subcontract procedure. 

 SSÖG-9U58EU - When you exported delivery schedules by EDI in the Print Delivery Schedules – 
Subcontract procedure, the unit "pcs" was always exported instead of the parts unit. 

 JLÖR-9UGJ3P - Material reporting in the Print Pick Lists (manufacturing) procedure could cause errors in 
the Batch number list. 

Purchase 

 JLIN-9T6HG7 - Additional text in e-mail messages didn’t work when you created purchase orders and sent 
by e-mail from the Purchase Order Suggestion procedure. 

 SSÖG-9TCH9F - The drop-down in the Unit column in the Import EDI Order Responses procedure only 
displayed one unit, even if there were two units to select. 

 SWIO-9TME44 - Arrival reporting in the Bar Code Arrival Reporting procedure could cause a difference 
between the inventory log and what was actually reported on the order, if you reported several order rows 
at the same time and there were several Packages on the order row. 
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 MWIK-9TSDT5 - There was an incorrect date comparison in the Arrival Log procedure. 

 JEDS-9TUAS9 - The quantity on the forms printed in the Print Delivery Schedules procedure could 
incorrectly become zero if you had Distributed purchase. 

 KFTM-9TZBK6 - The Accounts Payable Ledger procedure could display incorrect information if you 
selected list type Only total and classified on Currency code. 

 FOHN-9U3BNZ - The Import EDI Order Responses procedure shut down with a program error if you 

entered Our order number manually. 

 JLIN-9UGB8X - Sorting was missing in the Planned Receiving Inspection procedure. 

 SSÖG-9URAP8 - If you splitted an order row in the Import EDI Order Responses procedure and entered 
a new quantity on the new row, MONITOR shut down with a program error. 

 LAHM-9UWGBE - You could incorrectly get a preliminary coding date on the invoice even if the Setting 
"Preliminary coding of invoices?" wasn’t activated. This could sometimes lead to problems with the 
reconciliation if you had changed both the Invoice date and the Voucher date afterwards. 

Sales 

 CSIG-92QH3M - When you adjusted a Configured order, the adjustments wasn’t displayed in the window 
Product configuration – adjustments. 

 KFTM-9SZKEH - If you want to have the Total interest due on the Account statement in the Print 
Payment Reminders procedure, the interest rate will be specified per invoice on the printout. 

 CSIG-9T2DJY - The Order List – Service procedure shut down with a program error if you selected on 
Planned start period and/or Planned finish period. 

 LREM-9T5B64 - If you changed Customer/Supplier on a Customer order/Purchase order with an Invoicing- 
/Payment plan, double rows could be created when you had pressed the Save button. 

 ÖBRN-9T5LDW - If you sent a Proforma invoice by e-mail from the Reprint Prior Invoices procedure, 
incorrect date could be displayed on the form. 

 SWIO-9T7ETT - All locations weren’t displayed in the Delivery List procedure if you used wild cards when 
selecting. I.e. if you selected on Parts with a location name using H%, all posts weren’t displayed in the 
list. 

 AFOG-9T7KKU - Default values in the Shipment List procedure could be placed on incorrect rows. 

 JLIN-9TCJGB - The date format that you had selected under Alternatives in the Delivery Schedule Log / 
Diff procedure wasn’t displayed in the list. 

 LREM-9TDEXR - This only applies to systems used in Poland. If the order rows have more decimals than set 
in the Setting "Decimals under 'Each' on orders/quotes/invoices", you can move the cursor over the Total 
amount on the rows in the invoicing log to see how many decimals the calculation is based on. 

 FOHN-9TEDLS - The Import delivery reporting button was placed over the alternatives under Show… in the 
Search form in the Print Pick Lists procedure. 

 CSIG-9TFCJW - The Setting "Create purchase order from customer order?" didn’t work on service orders. 

 CSIG-9TFH3R - If you had selected several technicians on a service order, only one technician was 
displayed on the order confirmation/quote. 

 CSIG-9TKGXN - If you added rows in the Report Service Order procedure, the Save function wasn’t 
activated. 

 CSIG-9TMHA3 - Finish date will now be recalculated depending on the number of Service technicians 
entered on the order. For instance will a total planned time of 10 hours with two technicians give 5 working 
hours per technician. 

 JLIN-9TMK2H - If you added order rows in the Delivery List procedure, the Project wasn’t included in the 
Coding even if it was set on the Customer order. 
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 SWIO-9TNHHZ - If you had a discount on an Order/Quote and used Total price and pressed Cancel, the 
discounts was erased. 

 SSÖG-9TUB3Y - Export of invoice via XML-file (format number 320) in the Print EDI Invoices procedure 
wasn’t complete if the message size exceeded 32 kb. 

 FPEN-9TUHL6 - If you had entered a Price each on an Order row in the Register Customer Order 
procedure, no price row was highlighted in the Price for window if the price you had entered wasn’t 

registered in the window. 

 KFTM-9U2JRM - It wasn’t possible to create a Credit Comprehensive invoice from a Comprehensive invoice. 

 KFTM-9U2JZJ - The Other Payment Flows procedure missed a vertical scroll bar. 

 LREM-9U3ERQ - The Contribution margin could display incorrect value in the Sales Statistics – 
Customers procedure. 

 CSIG-9U3GV2 - If you created a Customer order from a Quote on a Configured part with a rule that 
excludes an entire selection group, the configuration could be incorrect on the Customer order. 

 SSÖG-9U3L82 - If you imported parts with Alternate unit in the Import EDI Orders procedure, the price 
each wasn’t recalculated to the Alternate unit’s price. 

 SHYS-9U9C6J - An error message was displayed if you tried to reprint a comprehensive proforma invoice in 
the Reprint Prior Invoices procedure. 

 KFTM-9U9ET7 - If you changed Exchange rate, the total could be incorrect on customer orders in the 
Invoice Basis procedure. 

 JLÖR-9U9HPE - If you loaded several orders in a row, the Manufacturing tab in the Customer Order Info 
procedure were filled with many orders, the same thing appeared if you pressed the button Display List. 

 JLÖR-9U9HUR - The Part category field wasn’t displayed in the Part Info procedure when you used 
Category management. 

 SSÖG-9UBD9M - The VAT rate was summarized on the FF1 row if the invoice had more than one VAT rate, 
this error occurred if you exported invoices by using Global-Invoic. 

 FOHN-9UBK3H - When importing in the Forecast / EDI Import procedure, two or more File browsers 
could be displayed. 

 SSÖG-9UCGNN - It didn’t work to import one delivery schedule at a time in the Import EDI Delivery 
Schedules procedure, all delivery plans were automatically imported. 

 CSIG-9UGHGP - The Part Info procedure displayed incorrect Contribution margin on price lists with 
another currency than the Company currency. 

 SSÖG-9UJHQR - With order change flags in the EDI import file, all changes weren’t transferred to the 
existing order in the Import EDI Orders procedure. 

 SSÖG-9UKBRR - Import of delivery schedules in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure removed 
current Dock code from previous Kanban import. 

 SSÖG-9UNHNH - The Delivery terms could be changed on the Customer order if you opened an Order 
manually to make an Order response in the Import EDI Orders procedure. This could occur if the same 
Code was used for several Delivery terms. 

 SWIO-9UQBHQ - The Price List – Sales procedure only displayed two decimals when you showed 
Customer prices and used Staggered prices. 

 FOHN-9UVLLH - News: We have implemented the new routing code DSV ver 150323. 

Inventory 

 JLIN-9SZCC4 - The inventoried quantity wasn’t displayed on the inventory row in the Physical Inventory 
procedure. 
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 CSIG-9T8GUV - No parts were included if you linked from a service order to the Check Delivery Times 
procedure. 

 JLIN-9U3K6E - Import of parts in the Part Import procedure didn’t work properly if there were long part 
names, no supplier price and no information in the last column. 

 SHYS-9U9DM7 - The layout was incorrect on the Norwegian and Finnish nonconformity forms. 

 JLÖR-9U9LNR - A program error occurred when you changed status to Finished in the Activity Reporting 

– Part procedure. 

 JLIN-9U9LNG - The Run Netting procedure didn’t display any information about incorrect preparations 
that caused a loop in the structure. 

 FPEN-9UQC3E - Import of BOM list in the Part Import procedure over wrote the name on the Main part. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-8GCGV6 - The employees set Priority Plan horizon disappeared in the Recording Terminal procedure 
if you changed Priority plan manually, all work in the Priority plan was displayed. 

 JLIN-9TSLNL - Export of schedule didn’t work if you also exported calculated Shorter working hours to the 
salary program AGDA. 

 JLIN-9U4BWV - If you saved a Shorter working hours calculation to the Flex time balance, the system 
made a control against allowed min flex and changed the outgoing balance so it didn’t become less than 
the allowed value. 

 JLIN-9U4G6M - It wasn’t possible to create several nonconformities at the same time from the Recording 
Terminal procedure, if you used another language than Swedish. 

 JLIN-9UBBM2 - A chart over schedules wasn’t displayed when you previewed the first day in a schedule in 
the Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure. This could occur when you previewed a Sunday recording. 

 JLIN-9UNGV5 - The Statistics procedure didn’t show what was selected in the selection alternative 
"Indirect work linked to" with the list type Linked indirect work. 

Accounting 

 GÅNY-9T9HEL - News: The layout of the list types Fixed assets and Depreciation in the Fixed Asset List 
procedure is changed when you select Show main object/sub-object. The header that displays Group 
removed and transferred to a new column in the list. This is because the group only belonged to the main 
object and you could by mistake think that the sub-object belonged to another Fixed assets group than it 
did. 

 MSÖT-9TFCL5 - The Balance Info procedure shut down with a program error if you tried to make a 
printout of the Balance/budget summary tab. 

 SHYS-9TSCEK - This only applies to the Estonian VAT. The automatic VAT coding in the Register 
Vouchers procedure also works for the following VAT rows: 5, 51, 52, 53, 54, 6 and 61. 

 MSÖT-9TVDCG - MONITOR could shut down with a program error if you during certain circumstances 
registered a direct cost/activity on a project in the Register Costs / Activities Directly procedure. 

 LAHM-9UGKFJ - Incorrect Balance could occur if you had Integration to accounting set and transferred 
several different ledger numbers without closing the procedures between the transferations. 

 LAHM-9UPEJL - MONITOR could shut down with a program error when you made a Periodic statement. 

 SHYS-9UWA9G - News: Finnish Balance sheet and Income statements according to Liikekirjuri standard is 
implemented in the Report Generator in MONITOR. The reports are available in Finnish and Swedish. 
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General Settings 

 CSIG-9T2DJW - The User List procedure shut down with a program error if you selected on Group and the 
alternative Show Reminder. 

 JLIN-9T9AQT - The phone number to Monitor in the About MONITOR window will now be displayed with 
country prefix if the country code is another than SE in the Company Info procedure. The links to 
Monitor’s website will open the English version if the user uses another language than Swedish. 

 JLIN-9TPDG9 - The Customer / Supplier Types procedure missed a vertical scroll bar. 

 FOHN-9UKEJL - During export of EDI files by using the alternative E-mail in the EDI links procedure was 
the _ character replaced by spacing. 

 JEDS-9UNH4R - Every time you used drag and drop to link a file, a new folder was created in the file 
system, this was visible in the Update Document Path procedure. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 SHYS-9SZKVD - News: This only applies to Finland and the Finvoice Import of Supplier Invoices: If you 
import Finvoice Supplier invocies to EIM you can also import the original PDF image instead of an EIM 
image rendered by the system. You need to have the PDF-files in a special folder that you enter in the new 
Setting (no. 127) "Path to Finvoice PDF images" on the Purchase tab in the Settings procedure. If the 
system doesn’t find a PFD-file in this folder, the system will render an EIM image. 
To use this new functionality you will also need to update the Black box version. Please contact Monitor 
Support to get an update. Your supplier of Finvoice-files, for instance Baseware, also needs to send the 
name of the PDF-file in the Finvoice xml file. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-9UJK8B - The weight could be incorrect on Configured customer orders if the quantity on the order 
row was greater than 1. 

Business Intelligence 

 BKNN-9UCCP9 - Total rows with several Selection terms in accounting reports in the Accouning view didn’t 
display any data. 


